
Association of Ukrainians of Victoria  
Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) 

Sunday 7 April 2019 
2.00 p.m., Ukrainian Community Centre, Essendon 

 
ADOPTION OF AN UPDATED CONSTITUTION 

 
MINUTES 

 

 

1. Opening 
The President of the Association of Ukrainians in Victoria (AUV), Mr Slawko Kohut, 
called the AGM to order at 2.00 p.m.  

 
2. Australian and Ukrainian national anthems 

The AGM opened with the singing of the national anthems of Australia and Ukraine. 
 

3. Greetings 
There were no greetings. 
 

4. Ratification of EGM Chair and Secretaries 
Mr Slawko Kohut invited Mr Marko Misko to be Chair of the EGM and Professor 
Marko Pavlyshyn and Ms Maria Verbovetski to be Secretaries. There being no 
objections, the nominees were considered ratified. 

 
5. Confirmation of quorum 

Ms Irene Stawiski reported that 65 members of AUV eligible to vote were present. 
Mr Marko Misko declared the meeting to be quorate. 

 
6. Ratification of the Agenda 

The Agenda was ratified without change. 
 

7. Ratification of the Verifying and Election Committee 
Ms Orysia Stefyn had nominated for the Verifying and Election Committee. There 
being no other nominations, Ms O Stefyn’s nomination was considered ratified. 
 

8. President’s report 
Mr Slawko Kohut introduced the subject matter of the motion to be considered by 
the EGM: the adoption of an updated AUV Constitution. 
 
Mr Kohut emphasised that the motion, if passed, would update, rather than change, 
the Constitution. He undertook to inform the EGM of the process leading to the 
proposal for an updated Constitution and to clarify the principles under which the 
members of the Constitution Review Committee had worked, as well as the 
differences between the old and the proposed texts of the Constitution. 
 
The reasons for updating the Constitution, Mr Slawko Kohut explained, were 
twofold:  
 
(a) the old Constitution was written in 1954 in a legal environment that has since 
changed. The Companies Act 1968 to which the amended Constitution of 1987 
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refers is obsolete. Many provisions of the old Constitution were not followed in 
practice; and  
 
(b) in the old Constitution important clauses concerning the rights of members were 
ambiguous or, indeed, contradictory. On the one hand, the old Constitution gave all 
AUV members equal rights. On the other, it gave Branches only two votes at AUV 
AGMs, thus disfranchising AUV Branch members. 
 
Mr Kohut further commented that the language and structure of the old 
Constitution did not meet current standards. 
 
Mr Kohut outlined the history of recent endeavours to reform the Constitution. In 
2014 a Constitution Committee comprising Ms Tatiana Zachariak (chair), Mr Oleh 
Bulka, Mr George Fedyszyn, Ms Maru Jarockyj, Mr Michael Karaszkewycz, Mr 
Walentyn Mykytenko and Mr Victor Rudewych was established. This committee 
worked to recast the old Constitution on the basis of model rules, introducing only 
changes required by new legislation. The document went through 23 separate 
versions. The version of 2016, presented to an AUV AGM, received majority support, 
but the next step prescribed by the old Constitution for changing the Constitution 
(notably, the establishment of a Review Committee to consider the proposed text) 
did not proceed. 
 
The new AUV Board elected in 2017 returned to the task. In 2017-2018 Mr S Kohut 
and Ms T Zachariak met with Branch presidents to discover their concerns about the 
Constitution. Two such concerns were of primary importance: the control by the 
AUV Board over the sale of Branch assets; and voting rights of Branch members. 
Legal advice was taken and the draft Constitution rewritten to accommodate Branch 
concerns. After a further round of consultation with Branches minor changes were 
introduced and a final draft prepared by lawyer. 
 
The AGM of 2018 convened a Review Committee, instructing it to report within 48 
days. The Review Committee comprised Mr W Mykytenko (chair), Ms Halja Brynzia, 
Mr George Fedyszyn, Ms Marusia Jarockyj, Mr Slawko Kohut, Prof Marko Pavlyshyn, 
Mr Eugene Stefyn and Ms Tatiana Zachariak. The Committee called for feedback 
from AUV members received six responses. Meetings with Branches were held. All 
proposed changes were considered, those regarded as feasible were incorporated 
into the text, and where this was not the case the reasons were explained to the 
respondents. The Review Committee presented the final draft to the AUV Board, 
which duly arranged the EG. 
 
The major change in the proposed Constitution concerned voting rights. Mr S Kohut 
pointed out that, while the original intention may well have been that all have equal 
voting rights, practice evolved otherwise, limiting Branch members’ voting rights. In 
the proposed Constitution, a single membership of the AUV was envisaged, with all 
members enjoying equal voting rights. Some members might also choose to be 
members of Branches or of entities affiliated with AUV. AUV members would be 
able to do so without prejudice to their right to vote at AUV General Meetings. 
 
The objectives and structure of the AUV remained unchanged. Also unchanged was 
the AUV Board’s responsibility for the corporate governance of the whole of the 
AUV. Any issue arising in a Branch was the responsibility of the AUV Board. Branches 
continued to be subordinate to the AUV Board, as was the case under the old 
Constitution. 
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The AUV annual membership fee, in practice, had not been collected according to 
the old Constitution, which stipulated that the AUV was to collect the ordinary ($20) 
fee and any Branch ($10) membership fee (pensioners paying $5); Branches were to 
have been reimbursed 75% of the sum collected. Should the proposed Constitution 
be accepted, the amount of the base membership fee and any Branch fees, and the 
methods of collecting them, would be operational matters subject to negotiation 
between the AUV Board and Branches. Arrangements agreed upon would be placed 
before the following AGM (October 2019) for approval. 
 
The government body to which AUV reports had been the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) and was now the Australian Charities and Not-for-
profits Commission (ACNC). This change was reflected in the proposed Constitution. 
 
On the issue of the control of AUV and Branch assets, the proposed Constitution 
contained a new clause stipulating that the sale or modification of real estate 
required a vote of members. 
 
Ending his report, Mr Slawko Kohut remarked that the Constitution should be 
regularly reviewed and amended as needed. 
 

9. Constitution Review Committee Report 
Mr Valik Mykytenko reported that the Review Committee’s work began in December 
2018. Its members were drawn from a cross-section of the community and included 
members of former Constitutional Committees. Mr Valik Mykytenko thanked all who 
had worked on the proposed Constitution. 
 
Responses to the Review Committee’s invitation to submit feedback on the draft 
Constitution were received from Ms Tatiana Zachariak, Mr Michael Laba, Mr Ivan 
Guglak, Dr Olga Korytsky (from the AUV St Albans Branch; three responses), Prof 
Marko Pavlyshyn and Ms Olya Pavlyshyn, and Ms Luba Pryslak (from the AUV 
Geelong Branch). 
 
The Review Committee set itself the objective of ensuring that the Constitution 
would  

(a) comply with regulations,  
(b) stand the test of time,  
(c) provide a basis for good governance,  
(d) mandate adequate checks and balances,  
(e) ensure transparency in the operation of AUV officers and structures, and  
(f) define members’ rights. 

 
Further, it was the objective of the Review Committee to ensure that, under the 
proposed Constitution,  
 
(a) the AUV Board would be a Board acting for all AUV members, wherever in 
Victoria they might reside, as was the case in old Constitution;  
 
(b) the AUV Board would be accountable and responsible to members and the ACNC 
for  

(i) meeting the objectives of the AUV;  
(ii) overseeing AUV assets, including all AUV properties in Victoria; and 
(iii) ensuring the financial viability of Branches; and 
 

(c) the AUV Board would be guided to act in a transparent manner 
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Mr Valik Mykytenko reported that the Review Committee had considered all 
suggestions clause by clause. Not all requests could be satisfied, but all feedback 
givers received the opportunity to discuss their submissions. 
 
Mr Mykytenko acknowledged the work of Mr Kohut in keeping track of the several 
versions of the draft. 
 
Summarising the differences between the old and proposed Constitutions, Mr 
Mykytenko submitted that the proposed Constitution  
 

(a) met current Government requirements of registered Corporate entities;  
(b) clarified that a person first and foremost must be a member of AUV as a 

prerequisite of membership of Branches;  
(c) stipulated that membership fees, determined by the Board, were subject to 

a resolution passed by members at a General Meeting (the membership fee 
structure remaining to be developed by the AUV Board in consultation with 
Branches);  

(d) stipulated that all members had a vote at AUV General Meetings and could 
be elected to the AUV Board;  

(e) stipulated that all AUV members could join any or all Branch(es) and, having 
done so, vote at relevant Branch General Meetings and participate in the 
work of the relevant Branch Committees of Management; and  

(f) modernised the process of changing the Constitution. 
 
The outcome of the Review Committee’s work, Mr Mykytenko said, was a proposed 
Constitution that  
 

(a) was compliant with current standards for registered entities like the AUV; 
(b) provided all members with equal rights to vote and be elected; 
(c) was written in clear and modern language; 
(d) maintained the Branch structure; and 
(e) established a one-step process for changing the Constitution that was more 

flexible than the two-step process required by the old Constitution. 
 
Mr Mykytenko commended the draft to the EGM. 
 

10. Discussion 
Mr Marko Misko read the text of the motion:  
 

“To consider and, if thought fit, pass the following resolution as a standing 
resolution: ‘that the new constitution be adopted as the constitution of the 
AUV in substitution for, and to the exclusion of, the existing Memorandum 
and Articles of the Association.’” 

 
Mr Misko introduced the discussion by remarking that in contemporary Australia the 
modernisation of constitutions was essential. Legal advice was that the old 
Constitution did not comply with current laws. The process preparatory for the 
updating of the old Constitution accorded with articles 40-43 of that Constitution. 
The present EGM, therefore, was a venue not for debate, not over details of the 
proposed Constitution, but only over its acceptance or non-acceptance. Mr Misko 
imposed a three-minute limit on speeches and a 1.5 minute limit on replies. 
Speeches were to be for or against the motion. No other issues would be discussed.  
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Ms Luba Pryslak expressed satisfaction with the work of the Review Committee and 
welcomed the proposed changes in regard to AUV membership rights for Branch 
members and the protection of assets. Ms Pryslak encouraged the EGM to vote in 
favour of the motion. 
 
Mr Mykola Pyk asked, regarding article 7.4 of the proposed Constitution, whether a 
member of AUV and of a Branch had two votes. Mr Valik Mykytenko replied that 
every such member was a member of AUV and had one vote at AUV General 
Meetings 
 
Regarding article 21.2 (c), which specified that the business of the Annual General 
Meeting must include an auditor’s report, Mr Mykola Pyk asked whether the article 
should not refer to both an external and an internal auditor’s report. Mr Marko 
Misko commented that it was an operational matter whether the AGM contained an 
internal auditor’s report in addition to the obligatory external auditor’s report. The 
wording admitted of both and was valid as it stood. Mr Slawko Kohut added that, 
under law, a not-for-profit organisation was not obliged to have an internal auditor, 
but could choose to do so. 
 
Mr Mykola Pyk asked for clarification of article 81.1, “The replaceable rules set out 
in the Corporations Act do not apply to the AUV.”  Mr Marko Misko explained that 
“replaceable rules,” or model rules, are a guide for authors of constitutions, but a 
Constitution as duly adopted overrides them. 
 
Mr Mykola Pyk wondered whether the independence of the Internal Audit 
Committee was guaranteed if a Director could also be a member of the Internal 
Audit Committee. Mr M Misko remarked that the opinion of the external auditor 
cannot be influenced by the Board. Mr Slawko Kohut explained that it is legal for a 
Director to be on an internal audit committee, and the practice is common. But if 
the AUV resolved to avoid such a situation, the Constitution could be changed 
accordingly. Mr Slawko Tomyn made the point that there was value in having a 
director on an audit committee, as this often helped the audit committee obtain the 
information it needed efficiently. Mr Marko Misko noted that all boards of which he 
was a member had directors on their audit committees. Mr David Hassett 
recommended that there be a director on any internal audit committee. Mr I Guglak 
observed that in the model rules there was no reference to internal audit 
committees. Nonetheless, in the AUV the Internal Audit Committee, or kontrol’na 
komisiia, had a recognised and authoritative role which might be diluted by 
presence of Directors, given the possibility of conflicts of interest, especially where a 
majority of members of the Internal Audit Committee might also be Directors. Mr 
Michael Moravski pointed out that, as the AGM elects the Internal Audit Committee, 
the likelihood of such a situation arising was minor. Mr Stefan Romaniw proposed 
that discussion of the relevant article (56.4) be pended to a later date and not at 
present impede acceptance of the proposed Constitution.  
 
Dr Olga Korytsky expressed satisfaction with the proposed Constitution’s provision 
for equality of members in voting and eligibility to be elected to Board. She noted, 
however, that, unlike AUV members who receive notices directly from the Essendon 
office, members of the St Albans Branch of AUV are not as easily reached. Notice 
having been given in January, it had been difficult for her to confer with members of 
the Branch and thus now to speak with confidence on their behalf. Dr Korytsky 
proposed that the AGM vote only to change the membership rules, pending 
consideration of the Constitution as a whole to a subsequent General Meeting at 
which all members, including newly enfranchised Branch members, could be present 
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and vote. Mr David Hassett commented that the time frame had been fixed at the 
AGM and had already been extended; procedure under the existing Constitution 
now bound the AUV to proceed. Mr George Korytsky regretted that submissions on 
behalf of the St Albans Branch had not been considered in full by the Review 
Committee, and urged that the EGM vote on the Constitution item by item. Ms L 
Pryslak wondered how many Branch members not now present would attend a later 
EGM, even should they have full voting rights. Mr George Korytsky replied that, the 
average age of St Albans AUV members being 53, not all would vote, but many 
might. Mr Slawko Tomyn observed that some of the comments being made were 
peripheral. A proposed Constitution had been submitted, legal opinion had been 
obtained; there was a need now to vote on the motion. Mr Valik Mykytenko 
reviewed the chronology of meetings and assured the EGM that the last, 11-page, 
submission of St Albans had been considered in full (though it had not been possible 
to arrange a meeting to discuss the Review Committee’s resolutions on each of the 
points raised). 
 
Mr Ivan Guglak noted that under the old Constitution Branches had the right to 
establish their own Internal Audit Committees. The proposed Constitution made no 
mention of this. Further, of all drafts of the Constitution, only the last contained a 
definition of a member. Mr Marko Misko pointed out that only the proposed 
Constitution was under consideration; early drafts had no status. 
 
Ms Anna Weisrock observed that, given the complexity of the proposed 
Constitution, it would have been desirable for the EGM to discuss it point by point. 
 
Mr Marko Misko invited Mr Slawko Kohut to explain the voting process. Mr Kohut 
reported that 116 proxies had been received by the due date: 104 in favour of the 
motion, 4 against it, and 8 open. Mr Ivan Guglak had 7 votes – his own and 6 proxies. 
Ms Irene Stawiski reported that there were present 73 members registered and able 
to vote, of whom 6 would not vote, having previously voted by proxy. 
 
Mr Mykola Pyk in his role as a member of the AUV Internal Audit Committee 
reported that all proxies had been checked against member lists. The reported total 
of 116 proxies was correct. 
 
Mr Ivan Guglak, on a point of order, expressed the view that, since the Corporations 
Act requires that the address, as well as the name, of the person appointing a proxy 
be stated on the proxy appointment form, and the proxy nomination forms used for 
the EGM did not record the nominators’ addresses, the proxy appointments were 
invalid. Mr M Misko responded that legal advice had been received to the effect that 
the proxy form was valid. 
 

11. Motion: “To adopt the proposed new Constitution”  
The motion was put and the votes counted. 
 
Ms Orysia Stefyn in her role as the Verifying and Election Committee reported the 
following result: 

 On the floor Proxies Total 

For 63 104 167 

Against 9 4 13 

Abstained 2 0 2 

Total 74 108 182 

% For 85% 96% 91.7% 
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The motion passed with well over the 75% vote in favour required for a Special 
Resolution. 
 
Mr Marko Misko commended the EGM on the debate. 
 
Mr Ivan Guglak indicated his intention to contact ACNC. 
 

12. Close of meeting  
Mr Slawko Kohut in his closing comments urged members to work together. He 
pointed out that work associated with the updating of the Constitution was not at 
an end. Membership lists needed to be brought up to date and membership fees to 
be established. The Board would work with Branches to address these tasks. 
 
The meeting closed at 3.47 p.m. 
 

 
 
________________________     _______________________ 
Professor Marko Pavlyshyn, Secretary    Mr Marko Misko, Chair 
 
 
________________________ 
Ms Maria Verbovetski, Secretary 
 
 


